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SUGGESTIONS TO MAXIMIZE THE BENEFITS OF ANTIAGING THERAPY WITH AMINO RX
SUGGESTED USAGE: As a dietary supplement for adults, please take two (2) capsules in morning immediately
upon awakening and take two (2) capsules at bedtime, or as recommended by your healthcare professional. Amino
RX is best if consumed with AEON HGH and kept by your bed stand and swallowed with distilled water.

Please note: AMINO Rx is best consumed on an empty stomach.
Since Amino Rx contains highly bioavailable aminoprotein peptides, if they are consumed with a meal that contains
meat or dairy proteins they will be recognized as a food source protein – and their powerful ability to potentiate
your body’s production and release of HGH as well as directly promote lean muscle protein synthesis will be
rendered ineffective. They will be digested along with the rest of your meal as a common dietary protein and not be
allowed to work as they have been designed to do. (Because of Amino Rx’s ability to increase the benefits of HGH,
we highly suggest that you include taking it when you are also taking either our AEON 3600 or AEON 5000 HGH
sprays)
Amino Rx has been formulated to be taken as a “stand alone” supplement, not as a “take along with my meals” type
of dietary aid. For this most important reason, it is vital that you not consume them directly with a meal of any kind
and be certain to take them no less than thirty (30) minutes prior to, or two (2) hours following a meal.
The benefits of supplementing with Amino Rx are significant and can help you become stronger, leaner, younger
looking and become abundantly healthier, but by taking them improperly you will cause their power to be lost, made
insignificant and their purpose sadly wasted. By taking them correctly, you will greatly improve your chances of
feeling better, looking better and living longer, and having much more energy for life.
Please note AMINO Rx has a slight odor. These are pharmaceutical grade unprocessed amino acids engineered
around proper protein synthesis that HGH causes. Processed amino acids have no odor and are much less
effective. Remember; please take two (2) Amino Rx capsules twice daily for superior health and longevity!
If you have any questions, please contact customer service at 949-589-3515 or Toll free: 1-888-268-4244
info@AntiAgingResearch.com
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